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Sammanfattning
Alla levande varelser använder sig utav enzymer, som är proteiner som katalyserar en
viss kemisk reaktion. Enzymer kan även användas i tekniska tillämpningar så som
medicinsk diagnostik eller i tvättmedel, men också till att bryta ner farliga nervgifter. Ett
exampel på det senare fallet är enzymet OPH som bryter ner nervgiftet DFP till mindre
farliga komponenter. Ett problem som uppstår under reaktionen är att de nya
komponenterna är sura och därför gör reaktionslösningen sur, vilket i sig gör att OPH
snabbt blir funktionslöst. Detta är ett vanligt fenomen bland enzymer. Ett sätt på vilket
man har försökt lösa det problemet är genom att man tillsätter ett annat enzym, ADA, till
reaktionslösningen, vilket bryter ner ämnet adenosin till bl.a. ammoniak. Ammoniak är
ett basiskt ämne, motsatsen till ett surt ämne, och kommer därför att fullt motverka
försurningen av lösningen. Med denna metod har man visat att man helt kan oskadliggöra
en förgiftad lösning. Tyvärr har det upptäcks att en annan biprodukt av nedbrytningen av
DFP, fluorid, motverkar ADA, och att adenosin, som ADA behöver, motverkar OPH.
Detta, samt att adenosin är väldigt svårlösligt, gör att man i framtiden kanske vill använda
andra enzymer.

Examensarbete 20 p i Molekylär bioteknikprogrammet
Uppsala universitet juni 2005
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1

Background and introduction

1.1

The principle of enzymatic decontamination

There are a rather large number of compounds in this world which are toxic to humans.
Among them are some organophosphorous compounds whose toxicity lies in their
inhibition of acetyl cholinesterase resulting in varying symptoms1. Such compounds are
often used as pesticides and can be considered fierce chemical weapons1. As such, they
cause a large number of accidental (and deliberate) intoxications and even casualties
every year2. Therefore, there is an interest in finding safe methods of organophosphorous
decontamination. Utilizing the ability of certain enzymes to catalyze the hydrolysis of
such compounds offers a safe, effective and environmentally benign instrument to deal
with the decontamination3. One of the problems that arise with this application is that the
organophosphates are often hydrolyzed to acidic compounds, lowering the pH of the
reaction solution, which in turn most often reduces or stops enzyme activity3. If
conventional buffers are used to prevent a pH drop, there is always a chance that the
buffering capacity is exceeded if e.g. the concentration of toxin is very high. In this case
the pH will eventually drop out of the buffering range and decontamination will seize.
The use of a biocatalytic buffer system provides a dynamic, long-lasting, pH-controlling
effect which technically can keep the pH at a more constant level than a traditional
buffer3.
1.2

The biocatalytic buffer system

The principle behind the biocatalytic buffer system is based on the same principle which
necessitates the buffer in the first place: the fact that the catalytic activity of enzyme is
dependent on pH. This pH dependency is due to the physical changes that occur in an
enzyme upon a change in pH due to the changes in charges on the amino acids of the
enzyme as well as the solvent. A lot of the immediate changes in the catalytic activity due
to pH can be explained by a change in the charges of the amino acids in the active site
involved in the actual catalysis. In order for the catalysis to occur the catalyzing amino
acids have to have a certain charge as the chemical reaction is dependent on charge. The
pH dependence of these amino acids is obviously different depending on which amino
acids they are, which the neighboring amino acids are, as well as the environment within
the active site. The functional pKa-values of these amino acids then determine what
charge they take on at different pH-values, which in turn decides the activity of the
enzyme. Therefore, the pH-dependence of the enzyme takes on a profile with a maximum
at the pH where it is most likely that all the necessary amino acids have the correct
charge. These profiles can behave very differently. Some simply go from its minimum
activity to its maximum quite sharply at a certain pH, some vice versa. A lot of enzymes,
however take on a profile of Gauss-like shape. This is exemplified in figure 1, where the
activity rises from a minimum to a maximum, and declines again with increasing pH. As
the pH rises the charges on the residues in the active site start switching to the correct
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charge leading to a maximum when these residues all carry the respective charges needed
for catalysis. Then the residues again start switching charge, and the activity declines.
The pH-values where the activity is half of its maximum are the pH values that
correspond to the functional pKa-values of the amino acids of the active site.4
1.2
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Figure 1. An example of a pH-dependent activity profile. Follows a normal distribution with arbitrary
activity units on the y-axis. Dotted line and arrows indicate 50% of maximum activity, or pKa-values of
the enzyme.

The biocatalytic buffer system is a buffer that is created when two enzymatically
catalyzed reactions create acid and base respectively. One enzyme will then actively
lower the pH, and the other will actively raise it. Given that these two enzymes have two
different pH-dependent activity profiles, at a certain pH their respective activities will be
equal, and therefore no further pH change will occur. The system achieves a steady state
of sorts, at least as far as the pH is concerned. This is graphically explained in figure 2.
Figure 2. also shows that by changing the concentration of enzymes in the solution, the
pH at which this equilibrium occurs can be adjusted.3
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Figure 2. pH-dependent activity profiles of two concentrations of an alkaline (blue) and an acid (red)
producing enzymes. Vertical arrows indicate where pH-changing activities are equal. Horizontal arrows
indicate the direction of pH-change by enzymes.
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1.3

The decontamination of DFP

In the case of the decontamination application, a hydrolytic enzyme hydrolyses an
organophosphate to harmless but acidic components and therefore lowers the pH. In a
specific case, Organophosphorous hydrolase (OPH) hydrolyses the neurotoxin paraoxon
into p-nitrophenol and deiethylphosphoric acid3. In order to buffer this reaction, urease,
which catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea to ammonia and carbon dioxide, was used. The
reaction creates a net increase in pH. The substrate, urea, is a small and inexpensive
compound, which is readily soluble, and harmless3. Though it can act as a denaturant to
several enzymes, its application in the biocatalytic buffer system is very effective for
certain systems3. Figure 3 shows how urea and urease was effectively used to buffer the
hydrolysis of paraoxon by OPH, that is to say keep the pH fairly constant while the
solution was decontaminated. The figure also shows the same reaction without the urease.

Figure 3. pH (solid black line) and paraoxon conversion (circles, rising) over time in a decontamination
reaction with urease/urea as buffering pair, as well as the predicted pH (dotted line) and conversion
(dashed line, rising). pH (dashed line, falling) and conversion (circles, static) of reaction without urease.
Shown with permission from Russell et al. 2002.

Paroxon is a dangerous neurotoxin, but it is certainly not the only one. As it happens,
OPH can also be used to break down diethyl fluorophosphates, or DFP, another
neurotoxin which causes neurotoxicity5. The hydrolysis of DFP by OPH also creates
more acidic compounds and therefore lowers the pH, which the reaction scheme in figure
4 shows. A buffering system is therefore essential for the decontamination of DFP as
well. It turns out, however that the F- released by the reaction is quite toxic to the urease
used to buffer the paraoxon decontamination. Just 1mM concentration of fluoride ions
inhibits the urease to near no activity, and therefore its use in the application of DFP
decontamination is rather limited.28
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Figure 4. OPH catalyzed reaction scheme of DFP hydrolysis at pH 7 showing structural formulas.

One approach for solving the problem of enzyme inhibition is to locate and utilize a
different enzyme for the catalysis of the reaction that counteracts the pH-lowering action
of the OPH. The basic necessary property of this enzyme is that it has to be hydrolytic
because of the water based application of the system. Furthermore it should, of course,
display no or limited inhibition by fluoride or other components of the system, e.g. Co2+
which is a necessary coenzyme of OPH, or by the DFP itself. It also has to have a pHdependent activity profile which has a maximum at a lower pH than OPH to allow a pHequilibrium to form. At the same time the enzymes maximum must be close enough to
the maximum specific activity of the OPH to allow a high enough activity of OPH at
reasonable enzyme concentrations. The arguments pertaining to the pH-profiles of the
enzymes are explained in figures 5, 6 and 7 (which are artificial examples).
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Figure 5. pH-profiles of a alkaline (blue) and an acid (red) producing enzyme. Vertical arrows indicate
where pH-changing activities are equal (a very low value). Horizontal arrows indicate the direction of
pH-change by enzymes.
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1.2
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Figure 6. pH-profiles of a alkaline (blue) and an acid (red) producing enzyme. Vertical arrows indicate
where pH-changing activities are equal (an unstable node). Horizontal arrows indicate the direction of
pH-change by the enzymes.
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Figure 7. pH-profiles of a alkaline (blue) and an acid (red) producing enzyme. Vertical arrows indicate
where pH-changing activities are equal (a stable decent node). Horizontal arrows indicate the direction
of pH-change by the enzymes.

Two enzymes were, for different reasons, selected as possible candidates for the
application. One was arginine deiminase (ADI), which had been referenced several times
for its involvement in what is called the ‘Acid Tolerance Response’ (ATR). This is the
bacterium’s response to a harmful level of acidity in its immediate environment, and is
accomplished by the activation of genes and the production of enzymes that raise the
pH6,7,8. Streptococcus rattus is a bacteria found in oral cavity of animals including
humans. Its ADI, which catalyzes the hydrolysis of arginine to citrulline and ammonia,
has not only been implicated as having role in the ATR by raising the pH of the
bacterium’s surroundings, and it has been shown to have a rather high fluoride
tolerance9,. This is not completely illogical as the bacteria of human mouths are subjected
to fluoride from toothpaste at regular intervals. No in depth studies have ever been done
10

of the S. rattus ADI, but these two qualities suggest that the enzyme could be suitable for
use in the biocatalytic buffer system. The enzyme would, however, have to be expressed
and produced in bacteria in order to be used in the application.
The other enzyme is adenosine deaminase (ADA), which catalyzes the hydrolysis of
adenosine or deoxyadenosine into inosine and ammonia, and is commonly extracted from
calf tissue. The reaction appears to raise the pH by the creation of ammonia, has been
investigated several times, and can be obtained from several commercial sources.10
With the goal of utilizing the enzymes in the biocatalytic buffer system, specifically in
the decontamination of DFP by OPH, these two enzymes were characterized for the
application. ADI was cloned into E. coli, expressed, extracted and kinetically analyzed.
ADA was purchased, kinetically analyzed and characterized, and applied in the
biocatalytic buffer system designed to allow OPH to fully decontaminate a solution of
DFP.
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2

Methods and materials

2.1

Characterization of arginine deiminase

2.1.1 Cloning of the arcA gene into E. coli
The cloning procedure and validation was performed by Joel Kaar at the McGowan
Institute of Regenerative medicine, University of Pittsburgh. Streptococcus rattus arcA
gene (coding for ADI) was obtained from R. A. Burne9 and had been amplified from the
arginine deiminase operon. The gene was cloned into the pCR4-TOPO plasmid and
transformed into JM109 Escherichia coli cells by the heat shock method. Cells were
grown on ampicillin containing L-Agar plates and colonies were inspected for the
presence and orientation of the gene through digestion fragment length analysis. Plasmid
DNA was isolated using Promega Wizard® Plus SV Minipreps DNA Purification System
according to the protocol supplied by the kit, and digested DNA was separated using
electrophoresis on a 1% Sepharose gel. One colony was selected and stored on an L-agar
plate at 4°C.
2.1.2 Revival and verification of bacterial cultures
The arcA containing clone was replated from a stored L-agar plate, and JM109 cells
without plasmid (for control purposes) were retrieved from frozen cultures stored at 20°C and plated on L-agar. JM109 colonies were selected and grown over night, and then
gram-stained and inspected under a light microscope for contamination. Colonies of
transformant were selected and grown over night, after which plasmid DNA was
extracted using Promega Wizard® Plus SV Minipreps DNA Purification System
following the provided protocol. Three different amounts of plasmid DNA mixed with
ethidium bromide dye were separated on a 1% Sepharose gel by electrophoresis, and
band formations were inspected over ultra violet light11. Colonies of transformant (shown
to contain plasmid) and control were selected and replated for further use12.
2.1.3 Ammonia/nitrogen assay
Ammonia concentrations were used to measure enzyme activity colorimetrically using a
modified version of the Sigma Diagnostics Urea Nitrogen Assay according to the
provided protocol. For color development, 0.5ml of ammonia solution (test sample), 10 l
arginine solution for a final concentration of 10mM arginine13,14 or deionized (DI) water
(blank), 1ml Phenol Nitroprusside, 1ml Alkaline Hypochlorite and 5ml DI water were
mixed in that order by vortexing in between each step. Mixture was left at room
temperature (RT) for 30 minutes. For enzyme activity, 0.5ml test sample and 10 l
arginine or DI water (control) were incubated for 15 minutes prior to development in a
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37°C water bath. Color concentration was then measured as absorbance in a spectrometer
at 570nm. The background, incubation with DI water and arginine, was subtracted from
value. Standard curves were constructed using solutions of varying concentrations of
ammonium carbonate between 0uM and 100uM11, and color was measured with and
without arginine in the solution. Tests of ammonia production in arcA containing
bacterial culture were done with culture that had been lysed either with SDS and toluene
or by sonication12.
2.1.4 Citrulline assay
Citrulline concentrations were used to measure enzyme activity colorimetrically using a
modified version of the method described by Oginsky15. The procedure followed was that
of Knipp and Vašák16, a version adapted for use on a 96-well plate. Reaction mixture
consisted of 1 part 80mM diacetyl monoxime (DAMO) and 2mM thiosemicarbazide
(TSC) in DI water and 3 parts 3M H3PO4, 6M H2SO4 and 2mM NH4Fe(SO4)2 12H2O
with DI water. 200 l of reaction mixture was added to 60 l of test sample mixture. Test
sample mixtures consisted 40 l extract and 20 l 10mM arginine solution (10mM in 60 l
mixture)13,14, 40 l extract and 20 l DI water for background, and later 40 l DI water with
20 l arginine solution as a control with 60 l DI water background. Wells were then
sealed with scotch tape and plates were incubated at 95°C with an aluminum plate fitting
into the bottom and a glass plate on top. Plates used were Nalge Nunc Int. Polystyrene
96-well plates due to their endurance of high temperatures16. For enzyme activity
measurements, test sample mixture (60 l) in plate was incubated in a 37°C water bath for
30 or 60 minutes, after which the reaction was terminated and development initiated by
the rapid addition of reaction mixture. Color development was measured using
absorbance in a spectrophotometer at 530nm, the absorbance maxima of the dye16.
2.1.5 Protein assay
Protein concentrations were measured using the Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA) Protein Kit
from Sigma. The method is similar to the Lowry method of protein detection17 in its use
of Cu2+ reduction according to the provided protocol. The procedure used was a modified
version of the Quantipro BCA Assay Kit procedure (Sigma). Reaction mixture consisted
of 50 parts BCA Solution and 1part Copper (II) Sulphate Pentahydrate 4% Solution.
100 l of protein containing test sample was combined with 100 l of reaction mixture on
a 96-well plate (Nalge Nunc Int. Polystyrene) and incubated for 60 minutes at 60°C.
Then the absorbance at 562nm was determined using a 96-well reader according to the
provided protocol. A standard curve was created using standard concentrations of bovine
serum albumin (BSA) between 0 and 30 g/ml.
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2.1.6 Growth of bacterial culture
Bacteria was grown in LB media in Erlenmeyer flasks of different volume, from 25ml to
6000ml. The media was inoculated with 10% overnight culture and incubated at 37°C in
a thermostable shaker at about 250 rpm12. Cultures of transformant (bacteria containing
the arcA construct) were incubated with 0.1 mg/ml ampicillin, and control cultures of
JM109 cells with no antibiotic12. Gene expression was induced after between 2 and 4
hours with IPTG (final concentration 1mM) during growth procedure analysis. Cultures
of the transformant were also grown without IPTG addition. Progress of growth was
analyzed by measuring the optical density (OD) of the culture in a spectrometer at 660nm
at different times. Culture samples with absorbance of above 1.5were diluted 1:1 with LB
(shown in graphs as regularly recorded points)12. Growth tests were also conducted with
added arginine in concentrations of 1, 10, 50 and 100 mg/ml. The final growth protocol
was done with 10% inoculum, 10% K2HPO4 buffer (final concentration of 100mM), and
the addition of IPTG (1mM) and 10mg/ml of arginine after 4 hours (when the OD was
well over 1), and the culture was harvested after 8-9 hours total12,13,14,18.
2.1.7 Bioinformatics
In order to get a better general idea of ADI some basic databases were inspected. In
addition, most of the work done with ADI has been done with enzyme from Mycoplasma
arginii. Therefore, in order to use a lot of the references to expression, purification and
analysis of ADI, a bioinformatic comparison of the Mycoplasma and Streptoccus ADI,
specifically the S. rattus ADI, was in order. Protein sequence information was retrieved
from SWISS-PROT/TREMBL19, as well as a theoretical pI and protein mass, and a
simple sequence alignment was done using Blastp at NCBI20 with the amino acid
sequence of ADI. A few close matches and M. arginii were compared using ClustalW at
EBI21. A secondary structure analysis of the same sequences was done using Predator at
NPSA22. The 3D-structure of the M. arginii ADI determined by X-ray crystallography
was downloaded from RCSB PDB23. Other databases and algorithms were also used.
2.1.8 Extraction
After bacterial growth and ADI expression, culture was spun down by centrifugation at
6000xg (most often and exclusively for larger batches) at 4°C to 13000xg (for smaller
samples), and resuspended in an extraction buffer of 10mM K2HPO4, 1mM EDTA, pH
7.014. Lysis of bacterial cells in suspension was done in one of two ways. Most often, and
exclusively for larger culture batches, extraction was done by sonication13,14. This was
done using a Fisher Model 100 Sonic Dismembrator by 10 seconds of sonication
followed by 10 seconds of rest 6 to 15 times during extraction procedure analysis and 12
or 15 times afterwards12,14. For small amounts of bacterial media, a lysis solution was
sometimes used. In this case, 1.5ml of bacterial culture media was spun down at RT and
resuspended in 150 l of B-PER II Protein Extraction Reagent from Pierce. The
suspension was mixed well by pipetting and vortexed for 1 minute according to the
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provided protocol. After lysis, samples were centrifuged at 13000xg to 17000xg for 15 to
30 minutes to separate the water soluble components from the insoluble components14.
2.1.9 Purification
Purification strategy was set up according to Misawa14. Q-Sepharose High Performance
anionic exchange resin and L-arginine Sepharose 4B affinity resin was purchased from
Amersham Biosciences. A column of 1cm diameter was packed with 13cm of QSepharose (a volume of about 10ml) using a peristaltic pump according to the provided
protocol, to be used as a clarifying and concentrating step prior to the affinity
chromatography. The set up was as figure 8 below:

Figure 8. Right control device represents a peristaltic pump. Central apparatus represents a gel-filled
column with attached adapter. Left control device represents a fraction collector.

The column was equilibrated thoroughly (more than 4 column volumes) with K2HPO4
equilibration buffer adjusted to pH 7.0 as described Misawa and others13,14,18. Sample,
always less than 1 column volume, was applied at a speed of about 0.2ml/min, where
upon the column was washed with at least 1 column volume (most often more) of
equilibration buffer before elution was commenced. Elution was done with equilibration
buffer supplemented with varying concentrations of NaCl between 0mM and 2M
concentrations, either at a constant level (usually around 200mM) or with a linear salt
gradient starting at 0mM and ending in 1M. 2 or 3ml fractions of column throughput
were collected using a timed fraction collector commencing either after sample was
applied or after column had been washed. After use, column was cleaned with large
amounts of equilibration buffer with 2M NaCl.
2.1.10 Inclusion bodies
The insoluble fraction of the bacterial lysate was isolated by centrifugation at 13000xg to
17000xg. The pelleted mass was washed with 100mM K2HPO4 buffer, pH 7.0, with 1mM
EDTA and 4% Triton X-100 (to clear away cell wall material and general cell debris)14,18.
It was then washed with 100mM K2HPO4 buffer, pH 7.0, after which solubilization was
initiated14,18. This was done in several different ways. Mostly, solubilization was done
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using a 50mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.5, with Guanidine-HCl (Gnd-HCl) 14,18,24,25, most
often at 6M concentration and 10mM dithiothreitol (DTT). It was also tried without DTT
and with 4M, 2M and 1M Gnd-HCl. Solubilization was also done with urea in
combination with Tris-HCl buffer and Gnd-HCl, and by itself. Urea was most often used
at a concentration of 8M, but was also tried at 6M, 4M, 2M and 1M24,25. In all cases of
solubilization, protein solution was thoroughly mixed by pipetting and harsh vortexing
followed by incubation in a 37°C shaker for at least 30 minutes. Renaturing of solubilized
protein was then attempted using either the technique of rapid dilution or that of
dialysis24. Rapid dilution was done by slowly dropping solubilized protein solution into a
100 times larger volume of K2HPO4 buffer, pH 7.0, and stirred at RT for up to 48
hours14,25. It was also done by diluting protein into a buffer with a low concentration of
urea, after which solution was dialyzed24. Dialysis was done either by dialyzing sample
against 100mM K2HPO4 buffer, pH 7.0, or by stepwise dialysis into half the earlier
concentration of denaturant each time11,24.
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2.2

Computer modeling

Prediction of pH values over time in the reaction mixtures was done in MATLAB
(Release 12, 2000, The MathcWorks, Inc.) according to the algorithm below.

Computer Model Algorithm
System(t):
X(t)
pH(t) = pH(x(t))

System(t*):
X(t+ t) = x(t) + t*V(pH,x)

V(t) = V(pH,x)

X(t+ t)
pH(t) = pH(x(t))
V(t) = V(pH,x)

System(t*):
V(t+ t) = V(pH(t+ t),x(t+ t))

X(t+ t)

pH(t+ t) = pH(x(t+ t))

pH(t+ t)
V(t) = V(pH,x)

Figure 9. Flow diagram of the calculating steps used in the step-wise computer simulation of the
biochemical reactions.

A change in the concentrations of the reaction components was calculated by an Euler
method, x(t + 1) = x(t ) + ∆t * V ( x(t )) , where V(x) is the rate of change of the system, for
which either an estimate such as a constant enzyme activity was used, or MichaelisMenten (MM) kinetics, or MM with the pH-variable activity included. After each Euler
step, the pH was adjusted according to what it would be given the concentrations of the
system components. This was calculated using ionic equivalency, the components pKa
equations and the Kw of water at RT.
2.3

pH-stat

The base-producing (pH-raising) kinetics of the enzymes were measured in a pH-stat
apparatus. A potentiometric pH-probe recorded the pH of the reaction solution and added
HCl at a rate to counter the changing of the pH according to a PID (Product Integral
Differential) control system. The pH-changing activity of the enzyme at a set pH value
can then be calculated from the rate of addition of HCl, and the catalytic activity can be
calculated from those values. The reaction chamber was set up according to figure 10
below.
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Figure 10. Right column represents an HCl-adding device attached to a pH-stat instrument. Central
column is a distillation column. Left column represents a pH-probe attached to a pH-stat. Flask stands
on a magnetic stir-plate.

Reaction volume for ADI measurements was 40ml and consisted of 38ml of 50mM NaCl
and 0.15mM CoCl2 to which 1ml of arginine solution was added to make a final
concentration of 10mM arginine11. At this point the pH was adjusted to between 6 and
6.5 using HCl, after which chamber was sealed and a surface lock of N2 gas was
applied11. Reaction was started with the addition of 1ml enzyme-containing extract. 5mM
HCl was used. The reaction volume for ADA was 40ml of 50mM NaCl, 0.15mM CoCl2,
with varying concentrations of adenosine and ADA, which was the initiator of the
reaction11. No N2 surface lock was used, and HCl concentration was 5mM. All pH-stat
experiments were run at room temperature.

2.4

Kinetic experiments

ADI activity of extract was investigated colorimetrically in two ways. By incubating
extract in 96-well plate for varying amounts of time in a 37°C water bath and by taking
samples from pH-stat experiments at different time points, followed by development with
reaction solution. Experiments were always done with 10mM arginine and an unspecific
amount of ADI. ADA activity was investigated in the pH-stat using 0.2mM adenosine,
~10xKm26 (found through Brenda27 enzyme database), which was dissolved in cold DI
water, and varying amounts of ADA (from calf intestinal mucosa) solution from Roche
Diagnostics (1ml, 50% glycerol, 10mg ADA/ml). A stock solution of approximately
10 g/ml ADA was made fresh each day of experiments and was used that day only.
Experiments were done at pH 7.0. One unit of ADA is the amount of enzyme required to
convert one micromole of adenosine to inosine in one minute at pH 7.
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2.5 Characterization of adenosine deaminase
2.5.1 Stability
Several pH-stat experiments were run at pH 7.0 different amounts of time after stock
solution was made. These experiments were conducted using approximately 2.5 g of
ADA (the equivalent of 0.25 l of ADA solution), and 0.8mM adenosine.

2.5.2 Michaelis-Menten values
Experiments were conducted using the pH-stat to investigate the activity of ADA given
varying concentrations of the substrate adenosine. These experiments were conducted at
pH 7.0 with 2.5 g of ADA and concentrations of adenosine varying from 0.01mM to
0.16mM adenosine, 1/2Km – 8Km26 (Brenda27). The specific catalytic rates were
calculated and fitted using the program SigmaPlot (Systat Software Inc.) to a MichaelisMenten curve11:
V ⋅s
V ( s ) = max .
Km + s
S is the concentration of the substrate adenosine.

2.5.3 pH-profile of ADA
The pH-profile of ADA, that is to say the specific activity at different pH values, was
investigated using the pH-stat. Activity was examined at pH 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 8.5,
and 8.6. At each pH value 4 measures of the Vmax value of MM-kinetics were conducted.
Each experiment was done with a 0.8mM adenosine concentration, 40xKm26 (Brenda27),
2.5 g ADA and all data used was taken before any significant change in reaction rate had
occurred (well within 10% of maximum rate). The catalytic rate was calculated from the
experimental rate values and pKa-values. The specific catalytic rate values given a pH
value were fitted to different forms of curves to predict the pH dependent profile of the
enzyme. 3 different forms were used: 3-parameter Gaussian, 3-parameter Lognormal
using SigmaPlot (Systat Software Inc.), and 2-degree polynomial. The latter curve was
predicted using Microsoft Excel.

2.5.4 Fluoride inhibition of ADA
Experiments were conducted using the pH-stat at pH 7.0 with 0.8mM adenosine, 2.5 g of
ADA and additions of NaF varying from 1mM to 1M. The same experiments were also
conducted with 0.4mM and 0.2mM adenosine with NaF additions varying from 1mM to
100mM. Specific activities in the presence of NaF were calculated, and an ionic strength
control experiment was conducted with 100mM addition of NaCl.
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2.5.5 Substrate inhibition of ADA
Experiments were carried out using the pH-stat with 2.5 g of ADA and varying
concentrations of adenosine from 0.2mM to 25mM. The experiments done with 25mM,
12.5mM and two of the 0.8mM concentrations of adenosine were done with an adenosine
solution made by dissolving powder in microwave heated DI water.

2.5.6 Fluoride assay – OPH-activity
A fluoride detection assay was used to investigate the catalytic activity of OPH as it frees
F- from DFP. Measurements were taken using a fluoride sensitive potentiometric probe
and done in 15ml glass vials. Assay was done in a 50mM Bis-Tris Propane buffer at pH
9.0 with 40mM NaCl and 0.15mM CoCl2, and reaction volume was 10ml for OPH
specific activity assays11. The OPH used had been frozen for more than six months, and
concentrations of OPH varying from 0.015 g/ml to 0.045 g/ml were used for the kinetic
assays. 3mM concentration of DFP was used. For each experiment, background
hydrolysis of DFP was measured for 3 minutes prior to the addition of OPH. One unit of
OPH is the amount of enzyme required to hydrolyze one micromole of DFP in one
minute at pH 9.

2.5.7 Adenosine inhibition
OPH activity in the presence of adenosine was measured using the fluorimetric assay.
10ml reaction volume was used with 0.04 g/ml of OPH and adenosine concentrations
varying from 0mM to 25mM.

2.5.8 pH and reaction prediction
The pH set-point of the biocatalytic buffer was determined graphically by graphing the
pH-changing activities of ADA and OPH at different pH values given certain
concentrations of enzyme activity11. The intersection of these graphical representations
gives the theoretical pH-equilibrium11. The same prediction was also done numerically
using MATLAB. MATLAB was also used to predict the changing of pH and system
component concentrations over time using the computer model discussed earlier given
certain initial concentrations of substrates, products and enzymes.

2.5.9 Decontamination experiments
Decontamination experiments were done in the pH-stat with the static pH set for 14 (a
value which would never be reached, and therefore no HCl would ever be added)
according to figure 11 below.
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Figure 11. Right arrow indicates where samples were taken from. Central column is a distillation
column. Left column represents a pH-probe attached to a pH-stat. Flask stands on a magnetic stir-plate.

25mM adenosine and 5mM DFP was used in the experiments. For a chosen pHequilibrium set-point, concentrations of ADA and OPH were chosen. For 50% and 100%
conversion experiment, approximately 0.04 units/ml OPH (calculated as about 10% of
the amount that would give 0.4 units/ml given no adenosine inhibition) and 0.2 units/ml
ADA (taken from a stock solution made the same day and assayed for activity) was used.
The pH over time was recorded by the pH-stat and 150 l samples were taken over time
and assayed for fluoride content using the fluorimetric assay in a total reaction volume of
6ml Bis-Tris buffer. DFP levels over time as assayed by the fluorimetric assay were
compared to values calculated from GC experiments done with an internal standard of
tributyl phosphate in a 30m column with a FID detector.
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3

Results

3.1

Characterization of arginine deiminase

3.1.1 Cloning of arcA gene into E. coli
Results from plasmid digestion and electrophoretic separation showed that the
transformed clone contained a plasmid of a length equal to the length of the original
plasmid plus the length of the arcA gene segment, indicating it contained the correct
insert. The length of the DNA fragment produced by specific digestion with restriction
enzymes indicated that the insert was in the correct direction.28

3.1.2 Revival and verification of clone
The fact that the JM109 bacteria with the arcA insert grew on L-agar plates supplemented
with ampicillin suggests that they are clones that still contain the transformed plasmid.
The electrophoretic separation of purified plasmid DNA was done to further prove the
presence of the plasmid in the transformant. Figure 12 shows that a band is present at
around 4kbp, which for circular DNA is quite approximate. The vector and arcA insert
together have a length of about 5kbp. Given that the transformant had been shown to
contain the correct plasmid with the correct insert before, this was considered a good
enough indication of the presence of the arcA gene to continue the project. It would have
been better to linearize the plasmid first, or at least compare the results to that of the
control, but it was not deemed necessary.
1

2

3

4

5

23.1
9.4
6.6
4.4
arcA plasmid
2.3
2.0

Figure 12. (1) Marker, (2) Sample 1: 9 l DNA + 1 l DYE, (3) Sample 2: 8 l DNA + 2 l DYE, (4) Sample 4:
6 l DNA + 4 l DYE, (5) Marker
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The gram-staining of the JM109 control culture showed a possible contamination with
gram-positive bacteria - not E. coli. When colonies were replated separately and
reexamined, only gram-negative rods seemed to have been isolated, and thus indicate that
a pure E. coli (JM109) control culture had been obtained.

3.1.3 Ammonia/nitrogen assay
Standard curves of ammonia-containing samples showed that ammonia concentrations
could be linearly detected 0uM to 100uM range. The assay did, however, seem to be
affected by arginine, which is shown in figure 13. Concentrations of ammonia were
expected to depend on the amount of active enzyme present since ADI produces
ammonia. Measurements of batch samples showed great variance between individual
measurements of the same sample, different samples and different batches. The variance
did not seems to be systematic in any particular way, and certainly not in a desired way,
that is to say showing higher ammonia yields in the induced batches, which is
exemplified in figure 14. At the time the assay was being used the resulting data was
thought to represent enzyme activity, which it did not (only citrulline concentration was
measured), and therefore made the results even harder to interpret.
Standard Curve of Ammonia/Nitrogen Assay
1.4
Standards with arginine
1.2
y = 13067x
R2 = 0.9991

Standards with water

Absorbance, 570nm

1

0.8
y = 8297.8x
R2 = 0.9837
0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

0.00002

0.00004

0.00006

0.00008

0.0001

0.00012

[NH3], M

Figure 13. Standard curves of ammonia concentration determined with a modified Urea Nitrogen assay
(Sigma Diagnostics) in the presence (closed circles) and absence (open circles) of arginine.
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Ammonia Concentrations
J. ADI + IPTG
0.000035

J. ADI
JM109 (control)

Ammonia Concentration after 15 min, M

0.00003

0.000025

0.00002

0.000015

0.00001

0.000005

0

-0.000005

-0.00001
with arginine

without arginine

difference

with arginine

8.5 Hours (6 Hours after Induction)

without arginine

difference

24 Hours (17.5 Hours after Induction)

Figure 14. Concentration of NH3 the water soluble fraction of bacterial extracts. Left- and right-hand
groups represent bacteria grown for 6 hours and 17.5 hours after IPTG induction, respectively.

In addition to not being able to generate systematic results, the assay involved many steps
and large volumes of sample and reactants making it very difficult for the examination of
large groups of samples.

3.1.4 Citrulline assay
Standard curve for the citrulline assay showed that citrulline concentrations could be
determined from a linear relationship between 0 and 400uM, corresponding to an
absorbance reading of 0 and 1.5 at 530nm. Above 400uM the absorbance readings start to
level off, which is shown in figure 15. The absorbance was calculated to be 0.004
units/uM concentration of citrulline.
Standard Curve of Citrulline Assay
3.5
3

Absorbance 530 nm

2.5
2

1.5

y = 0.004x
R2 = 0.9977

1
0.5
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

-0.5
Concentration of Citrulline, uM

Figure 15. Standard curve for the colorimetric determination of citrulline concentration. Bars represent
+/- 1 standard deviation; replication of several measurements of same sample.
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3.1.5 Protein assay
The protein standard curve shown in figure 16 show that protein concentrations of at least
0-30 g/ml can be determined accurately using the assay at least. A combination of older
and newer protocol was used with newer chemicals. The protocol accompanying the
newer chemicals claims accuracy in the range 200 to 1000 g/ml, the assay could well be
accurate in the range 0 to 1000 g/ml, but that has not been verified. The absorbance was
calculated to be 0.0116 units/(mg/ml) protein.
Standard Curve of Protein Content Assay
0.45
0.4
y = 0.0116x
R2 = 0.986

0.35

Absorbance, 562nm

0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-0.05

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

-0.1
Protein Concentration, ug/ml [BSA]

Figure 16. Standard curve of [protein] done with BSA standard solution. Bars represent +/- 1 standard
deviation from replication of measurements of same sample.

3.1.6 Growth
The OD measurements of the growth analysis experiments, exemplified in figure 17,
showed that transformed bacterial culture (J. ADI.) displayed a longer lag-phase and a
slightly slower exponential growth phase. It cannot be concluded whether this is because
of the antibiotics or because of a crippling effect of the plasmid with insert (which could
have been explained by experiments using no antibiotics, and a control of JM109 with
empty plasmid), but the growth of the J. ADI. culture was inhibited even more after the
addition of IPTG. This growth inhibition is most likely due to the induction of the arcA
gene, which was under the control of the lac promoter.
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Growth of J. ADI cultures and control
3

A - JADI + IPTG
B - JADI
C - JM109 (control)

2.5

Absorbance 660nm

2

1.5

1

0.5

IPTG Added

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

time, min

Figure 17. Turbidity measurements (660nm) of bacterial cultures: JM109 (triangles), J. ADI. (circles)
and J. ADI. Bacteria induced with 1mM IPTG after 2 hours (closed circles).

The effect of the induction was most likely due to either a negative effect of a high level
of expression e.g. general amino acid depletion, or a toxic effect of the gene product
itself. The latter option in turn ought to be either because of the catalytic action of the
enzyme, that it e.g. lowers cellular arginine levels or raises the pH, or because the
presence of large physical amounts of the protein is somehow toxic. Figure 18 shows the
effect on growth of adding 1mg/ml arginine to media (to counteract arginine depletion).
The growth curves still seem to be affected by the induction with IPTG, but the arginine
supplementation does not seem to have any positive effect on growth. There is a slight
suggestion of a negative effect. This data implies that the lowered growth rate is not due
to arginine depletion within the cell. Further experiments were done with larger arginine
supplementations which showed that more arginine lead to further growth inhibition and
even cell lysis (death). A control of JM109 cells grown with arginine should have
explained if it was the arginine itself that was toxic, or the combination with ADI in the
cell, but this was not done. In retrospect, it was probably the pH-rise due to the addition
the arginine base that caused lysis or death.
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Growth of JADI Cultures With and Without Arginine
2.5
JADI + IPTG + Arginine
JADI + IPTG
JADI + Arginine
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1.5
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300

400

500
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time, min

Figure 18. Turbidity measurements (660nm) of bacterial cultures: JM109 (squares), J. ADI. (circles), J.
ADI. supplemented with 1mg/ml arginine (triangles) and J. ADI. induced with 1mM IPTG after 5 hours
with (closed triangles) and without (closed circles) 1mg/ml arginine.

The protein concentrations of the water soluble fraction of the culture extract were also
measured throughout the growth experiments. Figure 19, which is from the same
experiment as figure 18, shows that protein levels follow the same projection as the
general growth curve indicated by the OD. More arginine does not raise the intracellular
protein levels, at least not in the cytoplasm, which is consistent with the turbidity
measurements (figure 18).
Protein Content of J. ADI Cultures with Arginine over Time
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Figure 19. Protein concentrations of water soluble extract of bacterial cultures: JM109 (squares), J.
ADI. (circles), J. ADI. supplemented with arginine (triangles), J. ADI. induced with 1mM IPTG after 5
hours with (closed triangles) and without (closed circles). Bars indicate +/-1 standard deviation;
replication of several measurements of each sample. (Connecting lines are for clarification only)

Figure 20 displays the amounts of citrulline in the water soluble fraction of the extract at
various times of the growth phase after a 30 min incubation at 37°C. Originally, it was
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thought that the experiment measured the activity of the extract, and was supposed to
indicate when during the growth the bacteria should be harvested, but the wrong controls
were used in order to be able to draw that conclusion. The citrulline levels suggest that
the added arginine leads to a higher level of cellular citrulline, and a concentration
significantly higher than the control, which is the first indication of an active protein
within the J. ADI clone. Figure 19. showed that cytoplasmic protein levels do not follow
the projection of citrulline, which indicates the arginine does not increase over all protein
or ADI levels, but simply lead to more converted arginine.
Citrulline levels over time of J. ADI Cultures - Arginine Dependance
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Figure 20. Citrulline concentrations of water soluble extract of bacterial cultures: JM109 (squares), J.
ADI. (circles), J. ADI. supplemented with arginine (triangles), J. ADI. induced with 1mM IPTG after 5
hours with (closed triangles) and without (closed circles). Bars indicate +/-1 standard deviation;
replication of several measurements of each sample. (Connecting lines are for clarification only)

As it was believed that it was the concentration of active protein that increased with the
addition of arginine, the expression of ADI was done in a culture grown with 10mM
arginine added together IPTG after 4 hours, when the culture had obtained an OD well
above 1 to limit growth inhibitory effect of induction. To compensate for the toxic effects
of arginine believed to be cause by a pH-raising effect of ADI, 10mM K2HPO4 was
added to LB as buffering agent.

3.1.7 Bioinformatics
The S. rattus ADI was found to be 411 amino acids in length, the theoretical pI was
calculated to 4.99 and mass was calculated to 46573 Da. The single and multiple
alignment of different ADIs showed high identity within Streptococcus species, and a
about 50% similarity and about 20% identity between the S. rattus and M. arginii ADI,
though very little analysis of numbers was done. Certain regions were especially
conserved. Secondary structure analysis also revealed that the ADIs followed what was
considered a similar pattern of structure order. The mass and theoretical pI of the M.
arginii ADI was also very similar to that of S. rattus. These combined results were
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considered enough to assume that the procedures dealing with the M. arginii ADI could
work fairly well with the S. rattus ADI. No homology modeling was done for the two
structures, but the PDB structure of the M. arginii ADI homodimer shown in figure 21
gives an indication of what the S. rattus structure might look like. It is possible that it also
forms a homodimer, but the picture is only a suggestion of S. rattus structure.

Figure 21. The three-dimensional model of the M. arginii ADI homodimer (Protein DataBase, RCSB).

3.1.8 Extraction
The effect of different sonication procedures in ADI extraction from IPTG induced J.
ADI cells was investigated. The property investigated was supposed to be the extraction
of active protein, and the citrulline enzyme activity assay was used. As mentioned earlier,
however, the important control of doing the assay without substrate was not used and the
results are only that of extracted citrulline. Protein levels were not investigated as the
only important property was how well the enzyme was extracted. The citrulline levels
cannot correctly indicate how well the enzyme is extracted, but the citrulline itself was
extracted better by 12 cycles of 10 seconds than by 6 cycles, which is indicated by the
higher average and smaller variance displayed in figure 22. The citrulline extraction
therefore seems to be approaching a maximum after about 12 cycles. This could mean
that protein, and most importantly enzyme extraction was also maximized.
Citrulline levels for Different Extraction Procedures
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Citrulline concentration, uM
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Figure 22. Citrulline concentration of 5 replicants of J. ADI. cultures extracted by soncicating 1ml for
6x10 seconds (left), 0.5ml for 6x10 seconds (center) and 0.5ml for 12x10 seconds (right). Bars represent
+/-1 standard deviation; replication of several measurements of 1 sample.
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The efficiency of the B-PER II extraction solution was never surveyed, but as active ADI
was successfully extracted using it, it was deemed good enough (although too expensive
to use for large amounts of sample).

3.1.9 Purification
According to TREMBLE database discussed earlier, the theoretical pI of the S. rattus
ADI was 4.99, and the use of a K2HPO4 equilibration buffer adjusted to pH 7.013,14,18
should retain the negatively charged protein. Several attempts at purification were made,
which were analyzed by investigating consecutive fractions of eluted volume for
citrulline and protein content. The citrulline levels were originally thought to indicate the
amount of active enzyme in a fraction, but the correct controls for this conclusion was not
made. The results of the purification experiments showed that the fractions that were
collected during the washing phase, that is to say when non-bound material is being
washed off, always had a relatively high level of what was thought to be enzyme. This
was a much higher level of ‘enzyme’ concentration than fractions collected during elution
contained, or even fractions collected during column cleaning with 2M NaCl containing
buffer. Figure 23 shows data from the fractions collected during column washing, and
figure 24 shows data about the fractions collected during column cleaning. Assuming that
what were actually straight citrulline levels were activity, or active enzyme concentration,
the results could be explained in a couple of ways. The pI of the enzyme could be
different form the theoretical value causing it not to be retained in the column. It is
unlikely that the pI differs in more than 2 pH units (4.99 to above 7), and other ADIs
have turned out to have actual pIs quite close to the theoretical ones14, and it would not
explain why some enzyme was retained to be eluted with the cleaning buffer. There could
be a second enzyme present in the extract with ADI activity and a different pI, but it did
not seem very likely. It could also be caused by being saturated by protein, and then
letting enzyme pass through in the washing. In that case one would expect, however, that
there would be a lot more activity in the cleaning fractions, which there was not. Possibly
this could have been because the exchange resin had a denaturing effect on the enzyme
when it bound, and activity was lost. Unfortunately, it turned out that the investigated
property was not enzyme activity at all but simply the citrulline concentration of the
extract. It turned out, when the correct controls were made, that there was no significant
activity in any of the fractions. The citrulline, being an uncharged small molecule, passed
through with the wash. The reason why some of the citrulline was retained is a bit of a
mystery, but it was hypothesized that perhaps some small (and inactive) amount of
retained enzyme in turn retained citrulline. Or that some other protein retained it. This
was not investigated further.
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Citrulline and Protein Content of Dec 21 Ion Exchange Wash
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Figure 23. Concentrations of protein (open circles) and citrulline (closed circles) of fractions in order
of elution.
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Figure 24. Concentrations of protein (open circles) and citrulline (closed circles) of fractions in order
of elution.

It could be that the anionic exchange resin completely inactivated the enzyme upon
application12. It was found, however, that there was no activity in the water soluble
extract at all. Before active enzyme was again discovered, no further purification could
be attempted. In fact, in part due to lack of time, but mostly because a pure enzyme
solution was not essential to the project, no further purification was performed at all. The
L-arginine affinity resin was never used.

3.1.10 Inclusion body renaturing
Given that there turned out to not be any ADI activity in the water soluble fraction of the
bacterial extract, the suspicion that there might be some form of inclusion forming in the
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bacteria as a result of e.g. over-expression and a non-native environment seemed more
justified. It was originally suspected that the ADI formed inclusion bodies because
several previous reports have described the formation of inclusion bodies in E. coli overexpressing ADI13,14,18, because induction of the gene-carrying plasmid lead to growth
inhibition, and because protein levels in the cytoplasm did not rise with induction
although induction did affect the cell. Inspecting the bacterial cultures under a regular
light microscope showed bulging areas at the ends of the bacterial cells which could not
be seen in JM109 cells (see figure 25), and other pictures taken of bacteria with internal
inclusions looked similar, though this is not especially solid proof. When cultures were
inspected under a phase-contrast microscope no significant differences could really be
observed.
A

B

Figure 25. Pictures taken of J. ADI (A) and JM109 (B) cultures under light microscope. Arrows indicate
possible inclusions within bacteria.

Inclusion body formation most often means that these inclusions must after extraction be
solubilized using a denaturing agent and renatured in vitro to a native form in order to
express activity. The upside is that the expression of protein as inclusion bodies can be a
useful method of concentration and purification. As the inclusion bodies are insoluble,
they can be concentrated simply by centrifugation, and because the over-expressed
protein will compose most of this fraction, a crude but effective purification step is
achieved naturally.
Solubilization using urea, and especially Guanidine-HCl and DTT, was very effective.
There were, however, no positive results in any of the renaturing procedures. No ADI
activity could be regained after solubilization by either dilution or dialysis, not when it
was done in small sequential steps either. In order to be sure of whether or not inclusions
were present at all, a number of transmitting electron microscopy pictures (TEM) of the J.
ADI culture were taken, 1 shown in figure 26. No TEM of the JM109 cultures were made
as it was thought that it would be enough to show a resemblance between a J. ADI TEM
and one of a bacterium containing inclusions, but in retrospect a control photo should
have been made. The TEM analysis supported the indication of inclusion bodies both in
comparison to documented pictures of inclusion body containing bacteria and in the
professional opinion of Donna Stolz at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Center for biological imaging.
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Figure 26. TEM of J. ADI culture fixed with glutaraldehyde and sectioned.

Even though it was indicated that the enzyme formed inclusion bodies, the attempts of
renaturing it were put on hold as they were unproductive and it was assumed that active
enzyme should possible to extract.

3.1.11 Enzyme activity location
The citrulline concentration experiments carried out in connection to growth analysis
implied that there is intracellular active ADI activity during the growth phase. Therefore,
once it was clear that the water soluble fraction of the extract did not contain active
enzyme, the actual location, or phase of disappearance of activity had to be located. This
was done by checking activity before and after each step of the extraction procedure, the
results of which are shown in figure 27. These experiments showed that there was
significantly more ADI activity in the resuspended J. ADI. lysate and in the insoluble
fraction than in the same fractions of the JM109 control. Apparently the ADI enzyme
forms some kind of aggregates within the bacteria, or when the bacteria is lysed, that are
not soluble in water, and that retain at least some activity, which can be detected using
the citrulline assay when resuspended.
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Loss of Activity Assay
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Figure 27. Citrulline forming activity of different fractions of the extraction process.

Though it had certainly been suggested earlier that the ADI formed some kind of
inclusions within the bacteria, no activity had been regained after the solubilization of the
insoluble fraction. The washed insoluble protein mass did however also show activity
when it was simply resuspended in water or buffer. The insolubility of this mass would
make it hard to purify, but at the same time, it meant that activity could easily be
concentrated. Because the real goal of the project was to use kinetic information and
biocatalytic activity to create a biocatalytic buffer that keeps the pH of a decontamination
reaction more constant, the actual purity of the ingredients is not of vital importance. It
can, however, be difficult to obtain a specific measurable quantity of ADI activity.

3.1.12 Kinetic studies of ADI
The insoluble ADI mass could be resuspended in water or buffer and surveyed
colorimetrically. The linearity and clear ADI activity of the mesh is shown in figure 28
below.
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Figure 28. Citrulline levels of resuspended insoluble extract solution incubated with (circles) and
without arginine at different times after start of reaction.

There was no significant change in the concentration of citrulline in the reaction done in
the absence of arginine. The reaction done in the presence of 10mM arginine, on the
other hand, shows a clear linear increase over the time of the reaction, and so it seems
that 10mM arginine is well over the Km of the enzyme.
In order to function in the biocatalytic buffer system, the ADI mesh has to also show
activity in the pH-stat. This was shown by starting the reaction in the pH-stat and simply
taking samples from reaction chamber at certain times and developing them
colorimetrically using the citrulline assay.
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Figure 29. pH (grey line) and citrulline concentration (circles) in reaction solution of pH-stat and pH as
predicted by the assumed model (dotted line) and the correct model (black line) given the enzyme
activity as approximated by the trend of the citrulline levels.
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Figure 29 shows that the citrulline levels of the reaction solution in the pH-stat are rising
linearly over time. There is, however, no equivalent increase in pH. The rate of activity
observed in the experiment was used in the predictive computer model developed in
MATLAB according to the assumed reaction scheme, which projects a pH increase due
to the production of ammonia. This is shown as the assumed model, and though it does
not take into account the pH-activity profile of ADI and is therefore most likely not
accurate, its development deviates quite severely from the actual pH development. The
difference between the actual pH development and the predicted development was not
due to a faulty pH-probe which was shown through replication and other pH experiments.
There was little use of ADI in the biocatalytic buffer system if it did not raise the pH. The
reaction catalyzed by the enzyme was examined more closely and pKa values of
substrates and products were of particular importance. Given the pKa values published in
Lange’s Handbook of Chemistry29, the actual reaction scheme at pH 7 would be:
NH2
HN

O

NH

OH

H 3O

+

NH2

+

O

NH2

O

NH

OH

+

+

NH4

NH

2
Figure 30. ADI catalyzed reaction scheme of arginine hydrolysis to citrulline at pH 7 showing structural
formulas given the correct pKa-values.

This compares to the previously assumed scheme:
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H 2N

+
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+
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Figure 31. ADI catalyzed reaction scheme of arginine hydrolysis to citrulline at pH 7 showing assumed
states and their structural formulas.

The correct reaction scheme indicates that the reaction does not create any new basic
compounds at around pH 7, but simply turns one base (arginine) into another (ammonia).
Given that arginine is a quite commonly known as a basic amino acid, it seems like it
should be obvious. Further more, given that arginine has a higher pKa than ammonia, the
pH should actually decrease slightly through the action of the enzyme. This is seen when
the observed ADI activity was put into the computer model using the correct reaction
scheme. This prediction much more accurately matches the actual pH development.
Though the observed pH development rises very slightly, this is most likely only due to
interfering background factors.
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3.2

Characterization of adenosine deaminase

3.2.1 Kinetic studies of ADA
ADA raises the pH of a solution by catalyses according to the scheme29:
Adenosine

+

N

N

HO
H3 O

NH2

O

N

N

N

OH

N

N

HO

N

O

+

OH

OH

Inosine

OH

+

+

NH4

OH

Figure 32. ADA catalyzed reaction scheme of adenosine hydrolysis to inosine at pH 7 showing
structural formulas given the correct pKa-values.

The ADA solution was examined for activity. Figure 33 shows a linear relationship
between the amount of ADA solution used and the conversion rate observed in the
experiment (as calculated from the addition of HCl). This indicates that the assay can be
used for the kinetic studies of ADA, and technically how much ADA solution to use in
order to achieve a certain catalytic activity in the reaction chamber, indicated by the slope
of the trend line predicted in Microsoft Excel11 (the amount used for further
experimentation, however, was simply a constant volume approximately equal to
0.5umol conversion per minute).
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Figure 33. Specific activity of ADA based on the pH-changing activity measured in a pH-stat system,
numerically approximated by a linear trend.
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3.2.2 ADA stability
In order to make sure that the use of a stock solution of ADA was not ruined by an
instable enzyme, the activity of a stock solution was examined at different times during a
day. The results, shown in figure 34, show that there is very little change in the activity of
the solution over the course of 9 hours, and it can therefore be used all day without
having to worry about it affecting the results.
ADA Stability Over Time - Activity at Different Amounts of
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Figure 34. Stability of 10mg/ml ADA stock solution; specific ADA activity over time, numerically
approximated by a linear trend.

3.2.3 Michaelis-Menten kinetics
The MM parameters Vmax (or kcat if an actual enzyme active site concentration is known
i.e. number of active sites) and Km can be found by fitting the MM equation to a set of
data points of observed Vmax given a certain substrate concentration. Figure 35 shows the
fitting of a MM curve through points of ADA maximum activity per amount of substrate
which was done using SigmaPlot. The curve predicts a Vmax value of
577.7uM/units/ml/min, and a Km value of 0.04mM. Though the relative error of the Vmax
value is quite small, the relative error of the predicted Km value is more than 25%. This
is an unacceptable value11, and the variance in the data is likely due to problems in the
experiments caused by the difficulty of using very small amounts of substrate, which was
necessary given the low Km of the enzyme, and the use of a small amount of enzyme,
which was necessary in order to observe a decent amount of data within 10% conversion
of substrate (where rate is still considered maximum). However, the Km value is of much
less importance than Vmax, because during any catalytic buffer experiments the substrate
concentrations should be well over the Km value in order to not observe a drift in activity
and pH- equilibrium, in which case the Vmax alone gives the activity, and as far as Km
dependence on pH it has been observed prior28 that often Km changes very little with pH.
What the MM presentation does show is that the predicted Km is in order of the Km
listed in Brenda. For simulation purposes, the listed Km of 20uM can be used.
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Figure 35. Specific ADA activity for different concentrations of adenosine substrate, fitted to the MM
equation using Sigmaplot.

3.2.4 pH-activity profile of ADA
The Vmax, as opposed to the Km value of an enzyme, does change severely with pH
mostly because of changes in charges of the amino acids in the active site (which is why
pH-profiles are sometimes described with pKa values). This pH-dependence was
examined by making measurements of activity at different pH-values. Figure 36 shows
how the activity varied, and the relatively low variance (standard deviation) of all the
measurements made at a certain pH indicates that the profile is fairly accurate. The figure
also shows the profile approximated by a 2-degree polynomial. This approximation
seems to follow the pH-dependent curve quite closely, but it also lets the activity become
negative at certain pH values. From this, and the fact that pH-profiles of enzymes do not
follow such projections, it is clear that the equation is not a correct projection. The
activity should most likely follow a Gauss-like curve for which the activity approaches 0
at pH-values higher and lower than the maximum, and half-activity pH-values indicates
the practical pKa-values of the enzyme. The points were therefore also approximated
with a Gaussian curve, and a lognormal one. The result of this is shown in figures 37 and
38 respectively. The figures show that the equations used, at least, do not approximate the
profile very well. The polynomial approximation does follow the points quite well, and
although it should not be used to predict behavior outside of the pH-range surveyed
(which is true of all curve-approximations anyway), it will quite surely suffice for the
purposes of this project. According to the curve, ADA has a maximum right around 7.0
and forms a symmetric decrease in activity with half the maximum activity at about 5.7
and 8.3 respectively.
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pH Dependance of ADA - ADA Activity at Different pH Values
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Figure 36. Specific maximum activity of ADA at different pH-values, approximated by a 2-degree
polynomial. Bars indicate +/- 1 standard deviation as replicated by 4 tests at the indicated pH.
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Figure 38. Specific activity of ADA at different
pH-values, approximated by a 3 parameter lognormal distribution.

Figure 37. Specific activity of ADA at
different pH-values, approximated by a 3
parameter normal distribution.

3.2.5 Fluoride inhibition
An essential component of the project is that the enzymes used for the application should
not display any severe inhibition by fluoride. Therefore the inhibitory effects of fluoride
on ADA were investigated. Figure 39 shows the relative activity of ADA in the presence
of various concentrations of NaF. It is clear that ADA is inhibited by NaF. Above 1mM
NaF the activity fell quite rapidly to level out at about 15% of the maximum activity
obtained for 0mM NaF concentration. An experiment using the same concentrations of
NaCl (data not shown), which did not inhibit the activity of ADA, showed that it was not
the ionic strength that affected the enzyme. It had been shown that ADA inhibition by
NaF was effected by the amount of substrate used in the reaction, that more substrate
resulted in further inhibition30. This was examined by repeating the same experiments
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using less substrate. The results also displayed in figure 39 show that this was not the
case, at least not in the substrate concentration range used.
The fact, however, that there is still some enzymatic activity at 1M NaF concentration
indicates that the enzyme can still be used in the application of the project, as in addition
to the apparent leveling out of inhibition at around 15%, the solubility limit of NaF is
around 1M. Although the hydrolysis of DFP only releases F- and not NaF, it does not
seem likely that the concentration of F- will become much higher. The amount of ADA
activity used in the decontamination experiments will have to be adjusted for inhibition
as the activity of ADA should decrease as F- is released in the reaction. In order to use the
inhibitory information accurately in the predictive computer model, mathematical
approximations of the inhibition would have to be made, and its dependence on pH, but
this was not done.
Fluoride Inhibition - Activity of AD A in the Presence of Various
Am ounts of NaF for V arious Adenosine Concentrations
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Figure 39. Specific activity of ADA at different concentrations of NaF given an adenosine substrate
concentration of 0.8mM (circles), 0.4mM (squares) and 0.2mM (triangles).

3.2.6 Substrate inhibition
Sometimes the activity of an enzyme is affected by the concentration of its own substrate.
This was investigated by looking at the activity at different amounts of substrate. The
substrate concentrations examined were well above the Km value of the enzyme (0.0226
or 0.04, as indicated earlier) and no positive relationship between substrate and activity
should therefore be observed, which it was not. As shown in figure 40, there was,
however, an indication of lower activity due to a higher concentration of substrate when
substrate solution was made through stirring in cold DI water. This was not observed
when substrate solution was made by heating DI water prior to dissolving adenosine (the
data from 25mM, 12.5mM and 2 0.8mM concentration experiments). This was taken to
mean that there was no substrate inhibition when substrate was dissolved in warm buffer.
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In order to understand the effects of substrate concentrations completely further
experiments should be performed.
Substrate Inhibition - Activity of ADA at Various Initial Adenosine Concentrations
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Figure 40. Specific activity of ADA for different adenosine substrate concentration much higher than
the Km.

3.2.7 Fluoride assay - OPH-activity
The activity of OPH from the frozen sample used was investigated using the fluorimetric
assay. Kinetic experiments had already derived the pH-profile of OPH as well as its
eligibility in the fluorimetric assay3. Figure 41, however, shows that the enzyme was still
active after having been stored frozen. The enzyme had a linear specific activity of about
half of what it had 6 months prior28.
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Figure 41. Specific activity of OPH, approximated by a linear trend.
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3.2.8 Adenosine inhibition
In addition to the fluoride inhibition of ADA, OPH should in turn not be inhibited by
adenosine in order for the biocatalytic buffer to function correctly. Figure 42 shows how
the activity of OPH is severely inhibited by the presence of adenosine in the reaction
solution. An addition of only 0.25mM adenosine caused a decrease of activity to half of
the maximum, which is a serious blow to the applicability of ADA with OPH in the
buffer system, at least with adenosine as substrate. The inhibition does, however, seem to
level out at about 10% of the maximum activity. This inhibition will be present from the
start of the buffer reaction if more than 10mM adenosine is used, but if the amount of
activity used is increased by a factor 10, the buffering effect should observed, although
the exact predictability of the reaction will be a lot harder.
Inhibition of OPH by Adenosine - Activity of OPH in Variuos Concentrations of Adenosine
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Figure 42. Specific activity of OPH in the presence of different concentrations of adenosine.

3.2.9 pH-prediction
The prediction of pH-equilibrium that would be formed given certain concentrations of
OPH and ADA enzyme activity is shown graphically in figure 43 (enzyme concentrations
were the ones later used in the decontamination experiments). The intersection of the
lines whose equations represent the pH-dependent activity profiles of the enzymes, is the
pH equilibrium. The OPH curve represents the addition of acid to the system, that is, the
activity which creates acidic components multiplied with a pH-dependent factor which
takes the pKa-values of the components29 into account. The ADA curve represents the
addition of base to the system. Figure 44 also shows a curve which represents the
addition of base to the system when ADA is inhibited by 10mM NaF. In an experiment
that involves 10mM DFP or less than that, this represents the minimum base-producing
activity. The pH-equilibrium, therefore, should drift from the maximum value, the
intersection of the red and blue line, towards the minimum value, the intersection of the
red and green line, as the reaction progresses but not further.
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Figure 43. pH-changing activity of 0.4u/ml of OPH (red), 0.2u/ml ADA (blue) and 0.2u/ml ADA in the
presence of ~10mM F- (green) as given by the pH-profiles of the enzymes in the range of pH 7.2 to 7.8.

In addition to the graphical prediction of pH-equilibrium, the same calculation was done
using MATLAB, which put the intersection point at pH 7.49. The same intersection can
also be seen, perhaps more obviously in figure 44. This displays the net creation of base
or acid as the pH variability with pH. The points at which the pH are 0, the x-axis
intersection, are pH-equilibrium points, or nodes. This is a graphical explanation of the
biocatalytic buffer system, the control system of the reaction given the same components
used in figure 43.
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Figure 44. The rate of change of pH given 0.4u/ml of OPH and 0.2u/ml of ADA in the presence (green)
and absence (blue) of ~10mM F- at different pH-values as given by the pH-profiles of the enzymes.
Arrows indicate the direction of pH change the intervals separated by the nodes.

The system in figure 44 shows 2 nodes. 1 is at around pH 6.1, which is an unstable node.
This means that though at that exact pH there is no change, a sort of steady state as far as
pH is concerned, but at a slight negative deviation from that value, the pH starts
dropping. If the pH increases slightly, the pH starts rising. In actuality, the system will
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not stay at this node-pH, though according to the graph the pH will change rather slowly
at around that value. The second node at around pH 7.4 is a stable node. This means that
a positive or negative deviation should return the system to the node-pH. This is indicated
by the arrows in the figure. Additionally, the graph indicates that the system will
theoretically move quite fast, that is with a maximum pH-changing rate of over 400pHunits/min between pH 7.0 and the equilibrium pH, where it will stop very fast. The
stability of the node, that is the equilibrium regenerating force after a perturbation, is
indicated by the slope of the curve as it intersects the node. The slope is about -3630pHunits/min/pH-unit, which is quite fast indicating a quite stable control system, given that
the value is negative (and therefore returns the pH to the equilibrium-pH).
The kinetic information used to predict the pH-equilibrium graphically was also used in
the predictive computer model which taking the initial components of the system into
account. This simulation, or prediction, of the progression of the reacting system, is
shown in figure 45. By using simulated predictions like this one, parameters could be
chosen that best suit the purpose of the project. A lot of time consuming experiments to
understand the effects of parameters can be avoided, although the accuracy of the
prediction given the numerous amounts of e.g. inhibitory information that was not
accurately included in the model, can certainly be questioned. It does, however, present a
much better understanding of the reaction and its result than not using it.

Figure 45. The pH and concentrations of DFP and adenosine over time given initial concentrations of
5mM DFP and 25mM adenosine as predicted by the described computer simulation.

Figure 45 shows how once the reaction is started by the additions of enzymes and
substrates, the pH will first rise to the initial predicted pH-equilibrium of about 7.5, and
then slowly start to rise as the DFP substrate is being depleted and thus decreasing the
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rate of OPH activity. If a larger concentration of DFP was used, the pH would remain
more constant for a longer period of time, but during the experiments with ADA it was
discovered that it was difficult to dissolve adenosine to concentrations very much higher
than 25mM. The solubility limit is more than 2 times that (which is still quite low), but in
order to be sure of complete solubility, a 25mM concentration of adenosine was used.
This amount of adenosine would allow approximately 12.5mM DFP to hydrolyze given
that an ADA reaction produces 1 part base, and an OPH reaction produces 2 parts acid.
Again, in order to be practically sure of the pH not dipping throughout the
decontamination, DFP concentration was set to 5mM. Therefore the pH starts to rise
slowly until the concentration of DFP approaches the Km of OPH (about 0.2mM
depending on pH) where the pH rises much faster, and then levels out again as the ADA
loses activity due to the high pH, because the basic products approach their pKa-values,
and to a lesser degree because the concentration of adenosine is decreasing.

3.2.10 Decontamination reaction
Several different simulations of the reaction were made, and the parameters used to
generate figure 45 were used in the decontamination experiments, taking into account the
approximated adenosine inhibition factor of 10% of OPH activity. The decontamination
was run three times, where two were run until about 50% conversion, for which the
results of one are shown in figure 46, and one was run to what should be complete
conversion, seen in figure 47.
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Figure 46. The measured (black line) and predicted (dotted grey line) pH and measured (circles) and
predicted (grey line) concentration of DFP in the pH-stat at different times of a decontamination reaction
of initial concentrations 5mM DFP and 25mM adenosine, 0.4u/ml OPH and 0.2u/ml ADA.
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First of all, figure 46 shows that the pH of the reaction did not sink drastically as it would
without the presence of the buffering ADA reaction. Instead the pH rises to around the
desired pH-equilibrium point of 7.5 where it levels out but increases slowly still further.
The fact that the recorded pH progression does not match the simulated projection at the
start of the reaction could be explained by delayed adjustments of the enzymes to the
environment, which is probably why the pH first plummeted to about 6.0, which in turn
changes the deterministic pH prediction. The fact that the pH did not equilibrate at the
predicted pH could have been explained by inaccurate enzyme concentrations or general
environmental factors such as inhibition which had not been taken into account. But, as
the recorded pH progression did not clearly equilibrate at any pH value, but showed a
clear positive drift throughout the experiment is more of a mystery given the internal
automatic control of the buffer. On the other hand, a large amount of inhibitory factors
had been discovered during the characterization of the enzymes that the inaccuracy of the
pH prediction is not a complete surprise. Though it is desirable to think of the buffer
system as a system that achieves a steady state, the actuality of the situation is that this is
only theoretically with respect to pH. The system is in fact quite dynamic in that the
concentrations of compounds in the solution changes throughout the reaction and can
therefore gradually change the activities of the involved enzymes. Without much further
experimentation, the reasons behind the drift will not be isolated, but it could not be
because of the increase in fluoride concentration as this would cause further inhibition of
ADA which should lower the pH-equilibrium. It could also not be because of a decrease
in adenosine concentration as this should decrease OPH inhibition and therefore also
lower the pH. It could theoretically be because of an increase in inosine which could
perhaps be a more severe inhibitor of OPH, but this is pure speculation. The degradation
of DFP, however, as indicated by the levels of released fluoride, is linear as is expected
and matched the intended/predicted rate within reasonable deviation, indicating a fair
accuracy in activity selection, and the fulfillment of the goal of actually hydrolyzing
DFP.
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Decontamination of 5mM DFP
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Figure 47. The measured (black line) and predicted (dotted grey line) pH and measured (circles) and
predicted (grey line) concentration of DFP in the pH-stat at different times of a decontamination reaction
of initial concentrations 5mM DFP and 25mM adenosine, 0.4u/ml OPH and 0.2u/ml ADA.

Figure 47 further exemplifies the pH drift that was shown in figure 46. The pH does
however seem to match the predicted pH towards the end of the reaction when the DFP
concentration approaches the Km of OPH, but it should be explained that ADA cannot
raise the pH much further than the values the reaction reaches towards the end of the
decontamination as the activity of the enzyme as well as the pH-changing effects of its
products start become very low at those pH-values. Again the activity of OPH closely
matches the intended value. The experiment shown in figure 47 most importantly shows
how about 100% conversion of DFP could be achieved using the biocatalytic buffer
system using ADA. It is a bit curious, though, that the fluoride levels rise above what
should be the levels of complete conversion. A faulty fluoride detection system or
inaccuracy in the initial DFP concentration can be suspected.
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4

Discussion

4.1

The use of arginine deiminase

The cloning of the arcA gene into JM109 E. coli cells was performed by Joel Kaar prior
to the start of this degree project. Results documented in this paper have shown that the
enzyme could be expressed in active form and extracted. Extracted protein was
discovered to not be water soluble, that is to say it would always leave the supernatant
during centrifugation in water-based buffer, but could be stored as an insoluble mesh and
be resuspended in water at high concentrations; enough to exhibit characterizable
activity. It was suspected that the protein had formed inclusion bodies in the bacterial
cytoplasm, but these inclusions could not be renatured after apparent solubilization. The
enzyme was not purified, or even adequately identified on an SDS-PAGE gel, though this
was not vital for the application of the enzyme. It was also shown experimentally and
theoretically by computer simulation that the reaction catalyzed by the ADI enzyme does
not significantly raise the pH of the reaction solution. It was not investigated whether or
not the enzyme was inhibited by fluoride.
The fact that ADI activity does not raise the pH of the reaction solution automatically
makes it void in the application of the biocatalytic buffer system. As ADI has been
implicated in the Acid Tolerance Response in several references6-9, this discovery might
be seen a significant one in itself. The fact, however, that if the reaction catalyzed by ADI
had been thoroughly investigated beforehand using already established pKa values of the
substrates and compounds involved, it would have been discovered directly.

4.2

The use of adenosine deaminase

Commercially available ADA was shown to be able to raise the pH of the reaction
solution. Its specific activity at different pH-values, the so called pH-profile of the
enzyme, was derived and showed that it had a maximum activity right around 7.0 and has
a symmetric decrease in activity with half the maximum activity at about 5.7 and 8.3
respectively. The profile is only valid in the investigated pH-range of 6.0 to 8.6. The low
Km of ADA, 0.02-0.04mM, lets the enzyme function at its maximum for a longer period
of time and makes its activity easier to use in a simulation. It was found that ADA, like
urease, was inhibited by fluoride resembling a 1/F--like curve reaching 50% activity at
around 50mM and leveling out to a minimum around 15% activity. This is an unfortunate
inhibition as far as the decontamination of DFP is concerned, but compares positively to
urease which shows almost no activity at around a 1mM concentration. It does not,
however, render the enzyme useless for the application as the maximum inhibition is
85%, and the solubility limit of DFP is less than 100mM, at which concentration the
inhibition is only 60%. It was not inhibited by larger concentrations of the adenosine
substrate.
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It was also discovered that adenosine had a severe inhibitory effect on OPH. This
obviously also has a negative impact on the practicality of using ADA with adenosine for
decontamination using OPH. The inhibition forms a 1/adenosine-like curve, with 50%
inhibition at around 0.25mM concentration and levels out at a minimum of about 10%
activity. As with the fluoride inhibition of ADA, the adenosine inhibition of OPH is a
complication but not an impossibility. The concentration of OPH in the reaction can be
increased to compensate for the inhibition.
The problems of inhibition caused by fluoride and adenosine can be overcome by
adjusting enzyme concentrations as stated earlier. They are, however, severe
complications as far as the prediction of reaction progression is concerned. Technically
the inhibitory properties can be taken into account in the computer model that simulates
the reaction, but the more factors that are involved the harder it is to make an accurate
prediction, but not at all impossible. A prediction that takes all the factors into account
does require complete knowledge of the inhibition which was not gathered during this
project. Experimentally it was certainly shown that enough factors effecting the reaction
progression were not known as there were large differences between the prediction and
the actuality. This difference can even be caused by further unknown factors, or
technically even by faulty models or programming, but this is much less likely.
As far as the goal of decontaminating a solution of DFP, which entails at least very near
100% conversion, the use of ADA was proved possible. Experiments showed that what
appeared to be about 100% of 5mM DFP could be hydrolyzed. Though the prediction did
not match the results of the experiments exactly, the prediction worked well enough to
allow parameters to be chosen that kept the pH sufficiently well buffered, and specifically
high enough, to allow the OPH-catalyzed hydrolysis to occur. The inhibitory factors
should simply cause a drift with the change in concentration of inhibitory compounds and
can be taken into account, as was exemplified in figures 43 and 44, which they were.
What does make the use of ADA with adenosine an impractical if not unusable, is the
solubility of adenosine. Adenosine has a solubility limit which is not much higher than
50mM31, and during this project, only about a 25mM concentration could be achieved
with sure complete solvation. This puts the limit of the buffer system at 12.5mM DFP,
which is well below the solubility limit of DFP which is in the range of 100mM11. As it
would be desirable for the buffer to allow at least a little more than the solubility limit,
this severely denounces the use of the ADA adenosine pair. In addition to the solubility
problem, adenosine is hugely more expensive than urea, as could be used in buffer for
paraoxon hydrolysis. Furthermore, it is a rather large molecule (especially compared to
urea), which weight-wise complicates its use as a mobile decontamination kit.

4.3

Enzymatic decontamination using the biocatalytic buffer

There can be no doubt that the biocatalytic buffer system improves the efficiency of
enzymatic decontamination given figure 3. Clearly, without any buffering, the hydrolysis
of paraoxon, even the autohydrolysis, seizes. The results for unbuffered DFP-hydrolysis
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follow the same projection28. The question, however, remains as to whether the
biocatalytic buffer is a much better alternative than conventional buffers. The arguments
that have been put forth are that it does not form a buffering range, low ionic strength,
low weight compared to large non-ionic buffers, non-toxic, and environmentally benign3.
It is true that it should not display a slow pH-drift towards the buffering limits, but it is,
of course, limited by the availability of substrate. This is still a valid argument for
urease/urea as urea is readily soluble, but quite a problem for adenosine. Urea also still
has the advantage of being a molecule of small mass which does make it more applicable
for a mobile kit compared to buffers, which often have relatively high molecular masses.
It is inexpensive as well. Adenosine is a large molecule, is much more expensive than
both urea and a lot of conventional buffers, and it has low solubility. The ionic strength
argument is valid, although there are other non-ionic buffers. The system is quite safe and
environmentally benign compared to other methods that can damage both people and
equipment involved11, but given how the above mentioned properties apply to
ADA/adenosine, it does not seem like a worthy substitution. Urease/urea does have a lot
of advantages, but on the other hand it has the problem of severe fluoride inhibition,
which is the reason a new buffer system was needed in the first place.
A second factor to consider is the use of enzymes for decontamination in itself. It is
certainly a clever idea to utilize nature’s already designed catalysts, but that does not
entail that it is the best solution. In fact, if the same kind of decontamination could be
done by harmless chemical means, it would be quite preferable. The system would be far
cheaper to produce, it could more easily be applied in large quantities, have a better shelflife and would most likely be less dependent on its environmental conditions. One
example is the use of metallocyclodextrin to catalyze the hydrolysis of
organophosphates32. They mimic enzymes mimics by increasing the reaction rate.
Though this is not an example of an ultimate decontamination chemical, there are other
candidates and most likely even more will be developed, in which case the use of
complicated and expensive enzymes will become more and more obsolete.

4.4

The biocatalytic buffer system

If the application of neurotoxin decontamination is disregarded the biocatalytic buffer
system is still an interesting scientific formulation. Its cleverness lies in the internal
automation of the buffer control system. A divergence in either direction from the pHequilibrium will be adjusted automatically. Additionally, the pH-equilibrium as well as
the robustness and stability of the system can technically be tailored to exactness by
adjusting parameters and system components. Given a system with fewer complications
than the ADA/adenosine-OPH/DFP system, the system reactions can be accurately
predicted using computers. One might imagine that the system could be used in several
diagnostics applications, e.g. the nerve agent biosensor3, but also in reactions where the
slight drift of the conventional buffer is not permitted. In accordance with the previous
section, the catalytic ideas of the buffer system do not necessarily have to be enzymatic.
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5

Concluding remarks

Firstly it should be pointed out that the goal of achieving ~100% decontamination of DFP
was in fact obtained. This was done using the ADA and adenosine as a buffering pair for
the reaction hydrolysis reaction of OPH on DFP. The application of ADI in the
biocatalytic buffer system was not successful. The use of ADA/adenosine specifically in
the specified decontamination application was limited by inhibiting effects of fluoride on
ADA and adenosine on OPH, as well as by the limited solubility, relative size and
relative price of adenosine. The buffering pair is also limited as general biocatalytic
buffer component by the latter mentioned properties of adenosine. Compared to the
advantages of developing a decontamination system utilizing harmless chemical catalysts
enzymatic neurotoxin hydrolysis seems overly problematic. But the idea of a biocatalytic
buffer system is still a valid, interesting, scientific problem which might have many
future applications.
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